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FINAL REPORT
Our research over the last year has focused on both Computer Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) environments and tools for constructing such environments. We've explored a variety of options and have had several important successes.

We did explore use of SK8 for our environments and construction kits, but decided that the cost in memory and processing power was too great. While the cost of using SK8 is diminished by placing it only on the server, the schools we've been working with have little Internet connectivity, which requires us to play a server within the school. High-powered machines that can run SK8 are not frequently available to use as servers in our projects.

We instead used a couple of different paths:
- We made extensive use of a Macintosh-based tool called Frontier (http://www.scripting.com/frontier/) Frontier has allowed us to create a variety of Web-based CSCL environments quickly, such as Mac-based version of CaMILE (http://www.cc.gatech.edu/gvu/edtech/CaMILE.html) and Web-SMILE (http://www.cc.gatech.edu/gvu/people/Faculty/mark.guzdial/WStour/tour.html). These tools have been instrumental in helping us to understand how to scaffold collaboration by integrating process guidance.
- We have developed a new, cross-platform tool called the Pluggable WebServer (http://www.cc.gatech.edu/fac/mark.guzdial/squeak/pws/) which is based in Squeak, originally developed in Apple Research. The Pluggable WebServer has allowed us to very quickly create a variety of customized
collaboration spaces, including spaces for teachers, spaces for faculty, and domain-specific classroom spaces.

We've published extensively on this research, including the following:


